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FUEL SAFE SPECIALTY APPLICATIONS (SA)
Fuel Safe's specialty applications division has developed a wide variety
of drop-in solutions for many types of factory race platforms including
vintage Lotus, Corvette and Camaro designs to our highly specialized C6 fuel
cells found on the Pratt and Miller factory Corvettes. We offer a variety of
application specific fill plates and collector systems depending on the model
you choose. All specialty cells include an FIA-FT3 approved Pro Cell® bladder,

42 Gallon Shelby full safety foam baffling, and a five-year manufacturer warranty.
Cobra Racing Cell

Formula Mazda
Pro Cell

PrattandMillerCorvette
Racing Cells

SA113-7gallonlotusracingcell

SA123 - COBRA

FORMULA ROAD RACING BLADDERS

Designed around our most common wedge cell configuration, Fuel Safe's formula wedge cells offer a cost effective ra

fuel cell for your vintage race cars including Van Diemens, BT29's, Formula Fords and Formula Vee's. All formula wedg
bladders come with an FIA-FT3 approved bladder, full safety foam baffling and five-year manufacturer warranty.
For wedge cell drawings visit the formula/vintage section of our online store.

6-gallon Pro Cell®

1.5" fill neck , -6 pickup, -6 vent,
FC175-DSthreadedaluminum
fill cap
Part No. CB300

5-gallon Pro Cell®

1.5" fill neck, -6 pickup, -6 vent,
FC175-DSthreadedaluminum
fill cap
Part No. CB301

6-gallon Pro Cell®

1.25" fill nipple, 3" tall
Part No. CB302

6-gallon Pro Cell®

1.5"fillneck,-6pickup,-6vent,
t,
FC175-DSthreadedaluminum
m
fill cap
Part No. CB303

CB303-A with optional
aluminum container
Aluminum containers are
available for ALL formula
wedge cells in this section.
Just add "-A" to the part
number to indicate you
would like an aluminum
container.

6-gallon Pro Cell®

1.5" fill neck, -6 pickup, -6 vent,
FC175-DS threaded aluminum
fill cap
Part No. CB304
800-433-6524

6-gallonEnduroCell®
1.5" fill neck, -6 pickup,
-6 FC175-DS threaded
aluminum fill cap
Part No. CB401
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